war in iraq begins history - hostilities began about 90 minutes after the u s imposed deadline for saddam hussein to leave iraq or face war passed the first targets which bush said were of military importance were, iran iraq war history - during the eight years between iraq s formal declaration of war on september 22 1980 and iran s acceptance of a cease fire with effect on july 20 1988 at the very least half a million and, military history of iraq wikipedia - the military history of iraq due to a rich archaeological record is one of the longest in written human history the region of iraq which used to be mesopotamia has been referred to as the cradle of civilization and wars of conquest have been recorded in this region as far back as the third millennium bc the area possesses strategic value initially for the rich fertile agricultural, iraq veterans against the war you are not alone - iraq veterans against the war ivaw would like to extend our congratulations to chelsea manning as we anxiously await her release from military prison on may 17 2017, iraq war summary causes combatants facts - iraq war also called second persian gulf war 2003 11 conflict in iraq that consisted of two phases the first of these was a brief conventionally fought war in march april 2003 in which a combined force of troops from the united states and great britain with smaller contingents from several other countries invaded iraq and rapidly defeated iraqi military and paramilitary forces, iran chamber society history of iran iraq war 1980 1988 - the iranian high command passed from regular military leaders to clergy in mid 1982 in march of same year tehran launched its operation undeniable victory which marked a major turning point as iran penetrated iraq s impenetrable lines split iraq s forces and forced the iraqis to retreat, war on iraq is oil a motive for the military conquest of - is oil money a motive for the invasion of iraq read the evidence and decide for yourself, iraq history map population facts britannica com - iraq iraq country of southwestern asia during ancient times lands that now constitute iraq were known as mesopotamia the modern nation state of iraq was created following world war i from the ottoman provinces of baghdad al basrah and mosul the capital city is baghdad, iraq war exposures public health - iraq war exposures operation iraqi freedom and operation new dawn march 19 2003 dec 15 2011 iraq war veterans may have been exposed to a range of environmental and chemical hazards that carried potential health risks